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DEF run()
WHILE noMarkersPresent()
IFELSE rightIsClear()
   turnRight
ELSE
   WHILE frontIsClear()
      turnLeft
      move
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LEAPS: Learning Embeddings for Latent Program Synthesis

Stage 1
Learning a program embedding space from randomly generated programs
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Stage 2
Searching for a task-solving program

Desired Behavior

```
DEF run()
    IF rightIsClear()
        turnRight
    ELSE
        turnLeft

DEF run()
    IF frontIsClear()
        move
    ELSE
        IF frontIsClear()
            turnLeft
        ELSE
            turnRight

DEF run()
    WHILE noMobsPresent()
        IF rightIsClear()
            turnRight
        ELSE
            WHILE frontIsClear()
                move
            turnLeft
        move
```
Learning a Program Embedding Space
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LEAPS Program Policy

DEF run()
WHILE noMarkersPresent()
  turnRight
  move
  WHILE rightIsClear()
  turnLeft

DEF run()
IF frontIsClear()
  turnLeft
  WHILE noMarkersPresent()
  turnRight
  move

Evaluation on 100 x 100
Results - Zero-shot Generalization
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Takeaways

- We learn to synthesize a program as a policy

- LEAPS
  - Learn a program embedding space
  - Search for a task-solving program

- Our synthesized programs achieve better
  - Task performance
  - Zero-shot *generalization*
  - *Interpretability*
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